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NetApp: Honored to be Your New Storage 
Partner 

 
Let us help change your expectations and the economics of your data center without trade-offs.  

 

We’re pleased to be your new storage partner and are eager to work with you on your company’s initiative to 

move to an all flash environment. 

 

Featuring open standards and native data mobility, NetApp solutions give you the flexibility to  seamlessly 

and securely move data to wherever you need it -- from private cloud to AWS to Azure to Google -- and back 

again. With ease and without risk to data integrity. 

 

And we empower your apps teams with a self-service platform to provision, clone, decommission, and 

backup what they need, when they need it – dramatically shortening development times and improving QA. 

 

With NetApp solutions, reduction = gain. 

Reduce 

Storage infrastructure 

Risk by never migrating data when it changes tiers 

of storage 

Footprint 

Power and cooling 

 

Gain 

Reliability 

Agility 

Performance 

Savings 

Space 

Time 

 

 

Call-outs:  

Cut storage capacity requirements by at least 4:1 

Move from 160 floor tiles (VMAX) to 8 (AFF) 

 

NetApp Solutions  

Create the IT environment that’s best for McKesson—anywhere, 

anytime. 

 



 

 
 

 

Data Fabric  is the core of our vision for data management and what we believe will be a key need for 

McKesson.  

Flash Storage 

Our flash storage solutions are known and respected for their speed, portability, flexibility and reliability. The 

solutions we provide are “system agnostic” so they can tie into any existing storage array (flash, disk, cloud) 

with minimal IT involvement.  

 

Enterprise Application Solutions 

Your teams are demanding IT services to be more accessible. Our solutions can help you get there. They 

integrate with existing systems such as SAP, Citrix and Oracle to reduce data management headaches 

while maximizing application performance, availability and reliability.   

 

ONTAP 9 

Enterprise data management software has evolved. So have we. OnTap 9 simplifies your storage 

environment by unifying data management across platforms, on-premises and in the cloud. It bridges new 

and traditional data center architectures, making it easy to move your data where it’s needed across flash 

and cloud resources while reducing cost. 

 

FlexPod 

FlexPod is a prevalidated, converged infrastructure that simplifies operations and delivers superior 

application performance. It’s a perfect solution for your applications. 

 

 

Meet Your NetApp Team 

The best technologies in the world are little more than vague promises without the expertise and 

commitment to see them realize their potential. 

 

After 20 years, we’re still doing what we set out to do: solving the challenges of our customers. During that 

time, we’ve learned one important constant - your success will be based on our teams working together. To 

this end we’d like to introduce the people committed to see that your faith in us was more than warranted.  
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